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MILES JOHNSTON
Miles Johnston is the Director of the Bases Project, in its 26th year. This is a raw data researcher’s
resource using video media, focused on the transhumanisation and UFO related issues. Miles
is a former BUFORA Regional co-ord for Ireland, and is a 30 year Broadcast Television and
Pirate Radio Engineering veteran with BBC and SKY television, KISS FM 103.7 and Energy1066
Irish boarder blaster Super-Pirates.
The pirate stations are evidence of a ‘matrix break out’ which occurred in Ireland, as “Ireland
Awoke” in the 1960s, and resulted is seed change in media in the British Isles, resulting the
creation of major new media systems, to provide access to the new paradigm of information
completely suppressed by so called “mainstream media”. At Kiss FM and Energy 1096 major
ET/Dimensional issues were discovered and encountered, which leads directly to the ancient
world. Miles will outline what “BASES” started from, and some of the issues involved. Notably
the “Super Soldier” Psy warriors. From John Urwin to James Casbolt, and the now exploding
issue of Targeted Individuals, and the role out of involuntary brain and body implants.
The first to interview in 1994 was with whistle blower Barry King and Lisa Williams, which
uncovered a population management programme, Puppet Master and Mannequin, where the
British were making fake aliens, or Programmed Generated Life Forms, and the NHCUs, in the
sleepy English countryside. Some for use, on quote:- “The Lunar Bases” . Barry’s father found
a lab in Germany, where the Nazi had been working with “strange looking humans” and a ‘
strange aircraft, and this is where the extraterrestrial black goo was involved. His father became
seriously ill after what he found in the lab. The Russians, Germans and the Americans were
involved, and its now becoming clear were co-operating in this trans-humanization agenda
during the war, in England.

